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Beating the Messenger
It’s the fashion, these days, to blame environmentalists for the
world’s ills. The popular online magazine Grist spearheaded the
latest round of green-bashing with a mantra on the sins of the Big
Green groups lobbying in Washington DC. A lot of organizations
made sure we all got the message: “You guys are failures and you’re
not nice people either.”
The CanWest media gleefully joined the chorus, featuring arguments
which claimed environmentalists lacked compassion, and then, in
a 1-2, the infamous Patrick Moore, dissing an entire movement
for being “unscientific.” (The Patrick thinks a “scientific” position
would support nuclear power as clean energy, but that’s another
story!)
The semi-hysterical blaming continues: “It’s your fault species are
going extinct. It’s your fault there’s no solution to global warming.
It’s your fault we won’t change and the sky’s not falling anyway.”
Oh really? Truth is, it’s all coming down like a slow motion crash
and beating the messenger just isn’t going to make any difference.
In a rational world, instead of one which confuses god and greed, the
message about the need to change our destructive ways would hit
thoughtful ears. In a spiritual world, it would be welcomed as a step
to enlightenment. We live in neither, just the slow mo crumble as a
failed civilization crashes down.
Yet, “the dark night of the soul” does end. It is spring now, and
everywhere new shoots and buds emerge. All of us can steadfastly
nurture these hopes for the future, and ponder the growth of the next
cycle.
Delores Broten, Whaletown BC, March 2005
The Internet Bird gets the Word!
Be the first on your block with the new issue of the
Watershed Sentinel - Subscribers only can get an
electronic copy at the same time as we go to press.
That‛s FAST! Email orders@watershedsentinel.ca

When you want your message to reach thousands
of concerned and active readers, please contact
us for our rate sheet and media kit, at
ads@watershedsentinel.ca or phone our office
at 1-877-421-6688.
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o matter where on Earth we
live, we are all residents of a
watershed. Throughout history clans,
tribes and all organized groups have
endeavoured to protect their home
watershed or territory. Sentinels were
stationed throughout the highlands
of a watershed to herald the coming
of friends or of threats in the form of
encroachment, floods, fire or hostile
armies.
Threats to our watersheds exist to this
day whether they come from careless
individuals or insensitive corporations.
The Watershed Sentinel keeps watch
and informs.

“

Much of our social change energy is spent campaigning
against the smoke rather than clearly alerting people to the
fact that their house is on fire. Post-issue activism will not
replace single-issue politics — the people and ecosystems
closest to the smoke need relief now — but rather, it will strengthen
ongoing struggles by providing a larger social-change context…
We must find ways to articulate the connections between all the
“issues” by revealing the pathological nature of the system. To do
so we must rise to the challenge of going beyond (rather than abandoning) single-issue politics. We have to learn to talk about values,
deepen our analysis, and direct more resources into creating political space for a truly transformative arena of social change.”
— Patrick Reinsborough,”Decolonizing The Revolutionary Imagination: Values Crisis, the
Politics of Reality, and Why There’s Going to Be a Common-Sense Revolution in This Generation,”
originally appeared in David Solnit (editor), Globalize Liberation (San Francisco: City Lights Book,
2004), pgs. 161-211. From Rachel’s Environment & Health News #808
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The Watershed Sentinel will be at the
BC Book & Magazine Fair, Fernwood
Community Centre, 1923 Fernwood,
Victoria, 1-5, Saturday April 23rd.
Hope to see you there!

LETTERS

From Our Dear Readers
Tokyo Weather Report
The Watershed Sentinel welcomes letters but reserves the
right to edit for brevity, clarity, legality, and taste. Anonymous
letters will not be published. Send your musings and your missives to: Watershed Sentinel, Box 39, Whaletown, BC V0P 1Z0
editor@watershedsentinel.ca

The recent unusually severe weather isn’t limited to
Canada. I spent 8 weeks in Japan recently and witnessed
freakish weather events that left me very frightened.
I was in Tokyo on the first weekend of December.
Saturday was cold and overcast and the rain began to fall
just around 5 pm. Gradually it became a violent storm.
Sometime during the depths of the night, torrents of rain
dumped down while the wind picked up until it reached
typhoon strength. I was staying with a friend who lives in
a small wooden apartment building. The old building rattled and creaked and the wind whistled through while we
tried to sleep. In the morning trains and other traffic were
disrupted by fallen trees and debris.
The sun came out and the winds died down around
10 am. By noon it was so hot that people were taking off
their jackets, some were even wearing tank-tops — in December in Tokyo! You can ask any Japanese — this kind
of weather is totally abnormal. It should be cold, crisp and
clear. The wind should come from the Asian mainland, not
from the south seas.
Japan also had a very severe typhoon season this past
year. While I was there an unusually late and exceptionally severe typhoon hit. Dykes and breakwaters were
breached and people were killed in landslides. A huge sailing ship was driven onto the rocks, a tour bus full of senior
citizens was completely covered with flood water. Homes
and businesses were destroyed, inventories and machinery
were turned into useless garbage. Crops of winter vegetables were beaten down and then the price of vegetables
doubled.
Something is really wrong and what else could it be
but global warming? I’m really afraid that our society
won’t have the intelligence to deal with this problem before it is too late. Shouldn’t we demand that our elected
representatives show some leadership and get out there
and create policies to turn things around?
Susan-Marie Yoshihara, Denman Island, BC

Unfortunately, with the beauty seems to come unplanned
growth and a lack of regard for the value of clean water. I
wish you the best in protecting your beautiful part of the
world.
Richard Jennings, Earthwrights Designs,
Santa Fe, New Mexico, USA.
The Watershed Sentinel two part series on rainwater harvesting and treatment is now available at
www.watershedsentinel.ca as a free pdf download.

Living the Lifestyle
I just discovered your magazine - what a breath of
fresh air. I’m a handicapped person, handicapped by pollution in the food chain.
I spend a lot of my time at home and I don’t have a
lot of reading material that really holds my interest. I’m
watching the progression of environmental damage in
all areas but I too have specialized in issues concerning
the changes affecting all aspects of global water. Global
warming is a top priority issue.
I vote with Green Money! With every purchase I
make, I try to support businesses that care about the environment.
I practise on a daily basis an environmental lifestyle
- my son is the only other person I know who is doing this
also. Do any of you watch everything you do and how it
impacts on the environment? So far I find the environmentalists to be hypocrites - they haven’t even switched to using cloth hankies to wipe their nose (for example.)
Please let me know about obtaining some of your back
issues. Thanks for all your work publishing this valuable
magazine — I just wish there were more subscribers!
Lois Roy, Vancouver BC

Rainwater Harvest in Mexico
I picked up your July/August issue while delivering my
daughter to her college in the Okanagan. You have a very
nice publication. I was gratified to see the information on
rainwater harvesting. In solidarity I am sending two CDs
on the subject. The first has wonderful examples of projects
in central Mexico. The second shows water conservation
and rainwater harvesting projects and papers that I am responsible for.
Visiting the semi-arid part of your country I found it
very similar to the environment in Santa Fe, New Mexico.
WATERSHED SENTINEL

Thank you! Watershed Sentinel back issues are
available for the cost of postage and $1 a copy. Pre2004 back issues are also available as text only at
www.watershedsentinel.ca. All old back issues from
2004 on are available for free download as pdf files
after the latest issue is in print. The newest issue is
available only to subscribers.

More Letters, Page 10
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Court Upholds ‘Polluter Pays’ Law
“You can merge but you can’t hide” - FOE

In January, the Supreme Court
of Canada closed a legal gap that
would have allowed BC Hydro to
escape liability for cleaning up one
of BC’s most severely contaminated
sites. Environmentalists are hailing
the decision as a major victory for
the international ‘polluter pays principle.’ The Court unanimously and
immediately slammed the door on BC
Hydro’s attempt to dodge liability for
the clean up.
Sierra Legal intervened in the
case on behalf of Friends of the Earth
Canada (FOE), Georgia Strait Alliance, T. Buck Suzuki Environmental
Foundation and West Coast Environmental Law (WCEL). The groups
argued that the Court should uphold
the polluter pays principle and send a
strong message to polluters that they
will be held accountable for their
share of clean-up costs.
The case began in 1998 when the
province issued a remediation order to
several owners and operators of a contaminated site at the mouth of the Fra-

ser River, near Vancouver. BC Hydro
tried to escape liability even though
its predecessor, the BC Electric Corporation, transported toxic coal tar to
the site for 37 years.
“In this era of mergers and consolidation, corporate Canada should
pay attention to yesterday’s decision
— you can merge but you can’t hide
from your pollution liabilities,” said
FOE Chief Executive Officer Beatrice
Olivastri. “It appears that Imperial
Oil is not the only corporate player in
Canada that needs to understand that
polluter pays is a key plank in corporate accountability.”
The decision follows the recent
string of environmentally progressive
Supreme Court decisions endorsing
key concepts such as the polluter pays
and ‘intergenerational equity’ principles, including the precedent-setting
‘Imperial Oil’ decision in December
2003 concerning a contaminated site
in Levis, Quebec.
—Sierra Legal Defence Fund,
January 2005

BC Hydro’s On Again Off Again Power Plant
BC Hydro’s ill-fated $285 million gas-fired generation plant for
Duke Point near Nanaimo is on hold
again pending court appeals, less than
two weeks after the project received
approval from the BC Utilities Commission. The plant is the remnant of
Hydro’s original strategy to supply
Vancouver Island with natural gas
fired power. Hydro had proposed a
second gas pipeline to the island (the
Georgia Strait Crossing, GSX) and
three gas plants, one of which has
been built.
Rising gas prices and sustained
opposition from citizens killed the
pipeline and some of the generating
plants. The Norske mills on Vancouver Island, which consume enormous
WATERSHED SENTINEL

amounts of power, had offered Hydro
a mixture of co-generation from their
steam plants and shut downs during
high demand to forstall the gas plant.
GSX Concerned Citizens Coaliton (GSXCCC) claimed the gas
plant will lock energy consumers
into 25 years of expensive and polluting power, instead of renewable
energy. Renewed transmission cables
are scheduled to go into service in
2008, just one year after Duke Point is
scheduled to come on stream.
“Duke Point Power will more
than wipe out the conservation efforts
of every Vancouver Islander if they
participated in the One Tonne Challenge,” said the GSXCC’s Tom Hackney.
— Watershed Sentinel files
3

GMO Free Zones
PEI may follow Powell River
Regional District, which has become
the first area of Canada to declare
itself a GE (Genetically Engineered)
free zone. Premier Pat Binns has
called on a commission of the PEI
Legislative Assembly to hold public
hearings on the banning of GE agricultural products from the Island.
Several years ago, McCain’s, the
island’s largest customer for potatoes, declared it would not buy GE
potatoes.
Greenpeace welcomed the news,
noting that the banning of Genetically Modified Organisms (GMOs) is
underway around the world and that
parts of the US, Asia, Australia and
Europe have declared themselves to
be GMO free. However Greenpeace
warned that “The hearings must cover
all agricultural products including
genetically engineered fish.”
Over the last few years, PEI has
been a research site for Aqua Bounty’s genetically modified fish known
under the trade name “AquaAdvantage.” The company is still intending
to put a proposal forward to the federal government to commercialize GE
salmon.
— Greenpeace,
January 2005,
Globe & Mail
February 2005

T

Of Oil or Seals?
The Sea Shepherd Society’s
Farley Mowat was ordered detained
in Halifax this week. Transport
Canada said the ship did not meet
oil pollution prevention standards.
Paul Watson, who was on his way to
film the birth of seals in the Gulf of
St. Lawrence, claimed the order was
“political harassment.”
— Vancouver Sun, March 2005
M ARCH-APRIL 2005
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for BC Forest Firms
Why hand over more tax dollars to a thriving forest sector?

I

by Jim Cooperman

n its February budget, the BC
government announced that it
is increasing its $275 million
handout to the forestry sector by
another $266 million.
Even though there has been outrage over the brutal reductions in public services, no one seems concerned
about this give-away of tax dollars to
a booming forest industry. Perhaps it
is because the public has been hoodwinked to believe in the myth of a BC
forestry sector struggling to survive
the softwood lumber war? The reality
was best stated by forestry consultant
Peter Woodbridge in the latest issue of
Truck Loggers Magazine, “Improved
business levels are generating the
profits needed to justify recent high
rates of corporate consolidation and
funding for mill and product upgrading.”
Included in the increase is $50
million announced earlier that goes to
assist workers and contractors affected by the Forest Revitalization Plan,
which reallocates 20 percent of timber
tenure from large companies over to
BC Timber Sales and First Nations,
with a pittance to communities. The
tenure take-back was intended to help
solve the softwood dispute by making
stumpage determination more accurate. However, on the coast the takeback has resulted in lower stumpage
(by $7), not higher, likely because the
increased concentration of companies
has allowed them to work together to
WATERSHED SENTINEL

Visit cartoonist Michael Nicoll Yahqulanaas’ superb
Haida Manga creations at www.rockingraven.com

ensure
their auction bids are minimized.
Even more absurd is that this
“taken back” timber is still available
to the companies at an even lower cost
than prior to the take-back. As well,
under the $200 million allocated for
compensation, these companies were
paid 25 cents a cubic metre when it
was “taken back.”
Sadly, it seems no one is representing the public in the softwood
negotiations. If more British Columbians understood the options, they
would surely favour higher stumpage
fees for the corporations that log our
publicly owned forests. In the US all
public timber is sold at auctions, so
it is really no wonder that US lumber
manufacturers cried foul about the
Canadian tenure system that resulted
in lower priced lumber flowing south.
They pushed for the import duties to
level the playing field. If the government had brought in an export tax (as
is currently being considered) to replace the duties 31⁄2 years ago, a good
portion of the over $4 billion now sitting in a US bank account would have
gone into provincial treasuries and the
dispute would have been solved.
Instead the forest companies
now stand to reap windfall profits, as
they did in the mid-nineties when the
last dispute was “solved” and the duties imposed by the Americans were
returned to them. If our federal and
4

provincial governments were truly
representing the public instead of favouring forest industry corporations,
they would argue that this money
should be returned to the owners of
forest resources – meaning us. And
now Canada may retaliate by placing
duties on US goods such as California
wine. This could mean the extra money spent by Canadian consumers for
US goods might end up in the pockets
of lumber companies, if government
decides to compensate them for the
US softwood tariffs.
Has anyone noticed that forest
industry lobby groups such as the
Forest Alliance and Share BC have
disappeared? No surprise they are
gone, as the Campbell government
has brought in most of the policies
these groups lobbied for during the
1990s. These groups which once
claimed to represent forest-dependent
communities have now disbanded,
just as communities see their mills
shut down, forest service offices close
and forestry jobs disappear.
Mills have modernized. Only
a few workers are needed to operate
the computers that help churn out
thousands of board feet of lumber in
a day. In the bush, feller-bunchers and
grapple-skidders replace loggers and
M ARCH-APRIL 2005
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increase production. Corporate and
government forestry offices no longer
need as many technicians and foresters because most planning requirements have been scrapped under the
new results-based regulations. It is no
wonder forest companies are making
profits (last year’s third quarter profits
were the highest since 1996), despite
the softwood duties.
The provincial Liberal party has
been well funded, to the tune of nearly
$3.5 million from 1996 to 2002 by
forestry corporations. In return, the
Council of Forest Industry’s “Blueprint for Competitiveness” became
the government’s blueprint. Companies are no longer required to operate
mills in regions where they have licenses to log. There are no longer any
restraints on industry consolidation;
consequently, companies get larger
and the workforce shrinks.
Millions in taxpayer dollars
are funding marketing initiatives in
China and elsewhere; millions more
are now going directly to forest companies and workers.

of workers, communities, and the environment.
Instead of giving more public
money to the forestry sector, BC
needs policies that reduce corporate
control and price our timber at fair
market value, such as selling at least
half of it at auction. We need to recognize and respect aboriginal title;
we need to improve, not diminish,
environmental protection. We need to
provide more opportunities for community managed forests, and we need
to encourage labour-intensive valueadded wood manufacturing.

A former sawmill operator, Jim Cooperman was editor of the B.C. Environmental
Report and coordinator of the BCEN Forest
Caucus from 1990 to 2000. He lives above
Shuswap Lake and is the president of the
Shuswap Environmental Action Society. He
can be contacted at jkcooperman@yahoo.ca
or www.seas.ca

The public needs to know that
they are the owners of most of this
province’s forests, and thus they
urgently need to understand how
provincial forestry policies further
subsidize corporations, at the expense

BC Coastal Forests
Sold Again
Brascan Corp has agreed to

pay $1.4 billion for US-owned Weyerhaeuser’s extensive interests on
the coast of British Columbia. The
deal will include 258,000 hectares of
private Vancouver Island forest lands
in ideal real estate locations, rights
to 3.6 million cubic metres a year of
crown land coastal timber, five sawmills, two remanufacturing plants and
$200 million in working capital, with
2,300 employees from Vancouver
to the Queen Charlotte Islands. The
lands were purchased from Macmillan Bloedel in the late 1990s.
Brascan already has part interest in Western Forest Products, with
its 2,200 employees and more vast
coastal holdings, primarily based on
crown land.
Both the Haida on Haida Gwai
and the Vancouver Island NuuChal-Nuulth First Nations expressed
discomfort with the deal, since there
was no consultation as ordered by
the Supreme Court when Tree Farm
Licenses are transferred. The BC
Liberals changed forestry regulations
so that the government no longer
has the power to review the buying
and selling of cutting rights on Crown
land.

—Vancouver Sun, Prince
Rupert Daily News, February 2005

The Bottom Line on Trade Panels
Successive WTO and NAFTA trade panels have arrived at decisions that support both sides in the dispute over whether
or not the Canadian forest industry is subsidized unfairly.
1.
The panels have agreed that Canada subsidizes its forest industry.
2.
Canadians have argued that stumpage is “a levy on harvesting rights akin to a tax,” and thus not covered by
international subsidy agreements.
3.
The US won the argument that cross-border log price differences can be used to determine the subsidy, but then
Canada successfully argued that the US methodology for making the comparison violates trade rules.
4.
The US has also won arguments that Canada has dumped lumber at less than the cost of production.
5.
Canada recently won the most significant ruling: this denies that the US industry has been “injured” by Canadian softwood exports.
6.
The US has continued to appeal the rulings, but ultimately the tariffs will likely be struck down and the money
will likely be returned to the Canadian producers, even though the US intends to give this money to the US producers
under the Byrd amendment.
7.
At some point, the softwood war could be settled through negotiations, as happened during the last dispute
when Canada agreed to cap exports for five years.
WATERSHED SENTINEL
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BC VOTES
What STV Means for You

Proportional Representation is within our
grasp in BC, if we can just figure out what BC-STV
means. It’s the BC Single Transferable Vote, and
it’s our best chance to change the way we “do politics” in BC.
by Delores Broten

It’s that time again, when BC hits the hustings for our
favourite blood sport, politics. Gordon Campbell’s Liberals
passed legislated electoral dates, so we know that, barring
a disaster, the next provincial election will take place May
17th, 2005.
We also know that, despite the agony of thousands of
voters who want to see the Liberals and their social service
and environment cuts dumped, the NDP and the Green Party are not going to come to any kind of “accommodation”
to prevent vote splitting. Said it was a blood sport, didn’t I?
Only I forgot to mention that it is our blood, we the people,
which the politicians are playing with.

right wing side of the ballot. Where the NDP is going to
hurt is on Vancouver Island, traditional NDP turf, captured
in the last decade by conservatives of various parties. Here
the Greens are strong, and they do demonstrably split off
NDP votes. The NDP can only hope that the Greens exhaust themselves in this election, so they don’t have to deal
with them in 2009.
Which brings us to the meat of this election, the referendum on Proportional Representation.

If both 60% of the voters, and the majority of voters
in at least 48 (60%) of the 79 provincial ridings answer yes,
The reasons are several.
BC will have a new proportional representation system of
On the Green side, not only would at least a third of
voting for the 2009 election. The referendum results are not
the party membership rather eat nails (or beef) than get
binding on the government, but it is pretty hard to imagine
anywhere near the “left” NDP, but
any political party going so directly
the Green Party thinks it’s on a roll
against the people’s wish (although
....There is no such thing as the
after polling 12% in the last procertainly there are precedents
best electoral system. No single system satisfies all possible requirevincial election and holding on to a
for that kind of abuse of political
ments. The most appropriate system
lot of that vote in the recent federal
power.)
for an electorate is that system that
election. On a practical rather than
best satisfies those requirements that
ideological level (having no ideolThe members of the Citizens’
are considered to be the most important by the electorate.
ogy is a kind of ideology) any atAssembly, in a remarkable experi- Australian Electoral Commission,
tempt at accommodation would see
ment in populism, were drawn at
http://www.aec.gov.au
the Green Party pull its punches in
random from the voters’ list.
ridings where the NDP are within
They spent their weekends for a
hailing distance of election. The
year studying electoral systems
The QUESTION
Greens can’t afford to do that –
around the world, and finally setShould British Columbia change
they are just on the verge of polititled on what they call BC-STV – a
to the BC-STV electoral system as
cal respectability, and they have to
Single Transferable Vote system
recommended by the Citizens’ Asperform well enough to keep a seat
designed for BC. The Assembly
sembly on Electoral Reform?
at the all-important TV leadership
members are very enthusiastic
____Yes
____No
debate. Also, some Greens believe
about their choice: “It’s similar to
they can win seats even under our
the system that’s used in Ireland
current “winner-take-all,” first-past-the-post system.
for almost 100 years, and is not only easy to use, but promAs for the NDP, not only do they scorn the Greens as
ises more choice, fairer results, and more power to the
dilettantes, while parts of the entrenched labour component
voter.” Politicians, the corporate media, elements of the
of the party are still severely allergic to “greens,” but their
labour movement, and the backroom boys and girls appear
best hope is that the Greens start to split the vote on the
to be less thrilled.
WATERSHED SENTINEL
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Mr. Smith - Red
4 Mr. Read - Red

How STV Works Better - Sample 3 Seat
Riding Ballot: Rank ‘em
In an article in the Victoria Times Colonist, Dave Wills, a member of the Citizens’
Assembly, argues that an analysis of STV as
used in Calgary and Edmonton for 20 years
shows that “the single transferable vote produces results that are more consistent with
the voters’ intentions, providing fair representation for smaller parties and avoiding
the exaggerated majorities produced by firstpast-the-post.” Wills notes that the system
is not perfectly proportional to votes cast,
although generally falling within a few percentage points, but the reasons the Citizens’
Assembly opted for it are pretty convincing.
They wanted all Members of the Legislative Assembly to be directly elected by
voters, not appointed by political parties,
as would be required in other kinds of proportional representation. They wanted those
MLAs to be accountable to constituents in
ridings, more free to disagree with party discipline when necessary. And they wanted to
make sure that rural ridings did not lose any
of their representatives in Victoria.
How does STV work?
1. All ridings will be amalgamated to
make mega-ridings. The number of MLAs
will stay the same so each mega-riding will
have more than one MLA.
2. Voters will rank their preferences.
You can rank as many names on the ballot as
you want: First choice, second choice, third
choice...As the Citizens’ Assembly said, Voting is as simple as “1,2,3.”

3 Ms. Home - Blue
Mr. Chan - Blue
1 Ms Lizi - Green

3. The
votes
are
counted in
a kind of run-off system.
4. First, the “quota” — the number
of votes required to be elected — is determined. Around the world there are about 6
different formulas which vary in very minor
ways to determine the quota. The choice recommended for BC, called Droop’s formula,
slightly favours parties receiving an actual
majority of the votes, ensuring that they receive a majority in the legislature.
5. Second choice votes are re-distributed from both winning candidates who
have more votes than they need, and the
lowest scoring candidates, the ones who
won’t be packing their bags for Victoria.
Those redistributed votes are calculated,
using a weighted formula for fairness, from
the second choice votes of both the winners
and the knocked off candidates, until enough
candidates meet the needed vote quota.
Complicated calculations? A little. Perfect? No. The end of hold-your-nose strategic
voting? Probably. Are you likely to have at
least one MLA who represents your interests, or at least talks to you? Yes.
Better, more fair, more proportional,
than what we’ve got now? Undoubtedly.
Check it out. Educate yourself and your
neighbours. We won’t get this chance again.

Vote Yes!


For More information
http://www.bc-stv.ca is the new site of the now-dissolved Citizens’ Assembly, where members mount
the advocacy for their choice. Lots of information, including a little video about how the votes would be
counted. You can ask questions directly, or book a speaker.
On TV - March 9th, 10 pm and April 20, 11 am. The Knowledge Network will air a one-hour documentary on the Assembly.
http://www.fairvotingbc.com/ has an extended discussion of STV and how it would work.
http://stvforbc.com/ also has a clear discussion of how the system would work.
Neutral government-sponsored information: Phone 1-800-668-2800 or from Vancouver 604-7752800 for information on the referendum. Also http://www.gov.bc.ca/referendum_info/.
Be sure to look at the Irish Election Online Database http://election.polarbears.com/online/da2002.htm
With both graphics and the actual numbers, this site shows how the votes were transferred in Irish elections for all ridings, for the last 20 years. For some Watershed Sentinel readers, it might be especially
intriguing to see the Greens elected under this process.
WATERSHED SENTINEL
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Every Vote Counts

1

To win, candidates
must reach a quota.

2

Extra votes are moved
to voters’ next choices.

3

last placed votes go to
voters’ next choices.

4

This is repeated until all
the MLAs are elected.

5

The final results reflect
how B.C votes.

Result:
Fair elections
2001

STV

Adapted from www.stvforbc.com
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Atlantic Issues on The Offshore
Is industry over-regulated or the ocean underprotected?
by Mark Butler, Ecology Action Centre, Halifax

In 2004, there were several large

spills from offshore platforms off
the coast of Atlantic Canada, all of
which are still under investigation.
You may be surprised to learn that, as
far as the Ecology Action Centre can
determine, no oil company operating
off this coast has been charged for
any environmental infraction in the
last 15 years.
Obviously, there have been instances during this period when companies have been negligent and the
government should have laid charges.
It appears government has decided to
go easy on the offshore oil and gas
industry.
The industry and, worryisomely,
a number of politicians say the exact
opposite. They complain that cumbersome environmental rules are driving
the companies from our region. Are
they?

Spills

A single offshore project reports
approximately 15 spills per year. Most
of them are “small” — 10 to 500 litres
— but there are nearly always a couple of spills over 500 litres each year.
The Canada-Nova Scotia Offshore Petroleum Board’s compliance
policy states that they prefer not to
suspend operations or lay charges, but
rather to rely on a “co-operative, consultative process.” Imagine a world
where enforcement officers never
write a parking or speeding ticket!
This is not a call for punishment
for punishment’s sake. Studies show
WATERSHED SENTINEL

that prosecutions are
an important part
of achieving compliance and preventing further
violations.
In 2004, there were three large
spills off the coast of Nova Scotia
and Newfoundland which generated a
lot of public concern. Will the public
scrutiny around these spills force the
government to lay charges?

Opening areas for exploration

The most effective way to minimize the impact of the oil and gas
industry on marine life and other
industries, such as tourism or fishing,
is to keep it away from sensitive areas
and species. Thus, the process for determining whether an area should be
opened up to oil and gas activity is
crucial.
In July 2003, Petroleum Research
Atlantic Canada (PRAC) released
a little publicized study comparing
the issuance of exploration licences
in Atlantic Canada to the process in
the UK, Norway, US, Australia and
Alberta. Other than Alberta, Atlantic
Canada has the most industry-friendly, fast-track licensing procedures of
any of these jurisdictions.
In Norway, for example, all areas
are closed until opened by Parliament,
and they are not opened until a thorough and transparent consultation has
taken place reviewing the environmental and socio-economic impacts.
Norwegians noted that this approach
has helped to reduce future conflicts.
The ongoing conflict over the licences off Cape Breton is the result of
a flawed licensing process. The government should adopt the Norwegian
model.
8

Project approvals

The Atlantic Energy Roundtable recently released a study which
showed that the approval time for
projects in Atlantic Canada was
several months longer than in other
countries, thus increasing costs for
industry. However, as a government
regulator from the Gulf of Mexico
commented, the longer process is understandable given that the industry is
in its early stages.

What needs to happen?

The industry blames red tape for
the downturn in exploration off Nova
Scotia.
This is, to put it bluntly, garbage,
for two reasons. First, overall, environmental regulations in Atlantic
Canada are comparable or softer than
in other jurisdictions. Second, a series
of dry wells, not government red tape,
is the overwhelming reason for the
downturn in drilling activity.
It is predictable that the industry
would present a picture that advances
their interests, but it is disturbing
when politicians do so even more vociferously. David Anderson, now out
of the federal cabinet, has commented
that too often his cabinet colleagues
sounded like industry lobbyists rather
than elected officials.
Canadian politicians need to see
beyond royalties and the interests of
this powerful industry; otherwise,
there will be more spills, more dead
seabirds, more tainted fish, and we
will all be poorer for that.

Mark Butler is marine co-ordinator,
Ecology Action Centre, Halifax
Nova Sciotia
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parasites and is consequently
transferred into the meat of the
animals. Arsenic exposure can then
become veryhigh in those eating more
than average amounts of chicken.
www.beyondpesticides.org/
news/daily.htm, January 2005
Mercury and Male Hearts

Arsenic In Chicken

Total arsenic exposure levels
considered safe by the US EPA may
likely be set too high given amounts
found in young factory-farmed
chicken, according to researchers
from the National Institutes of Health
and the US Department of Agriculture
(USDA). Their study was published in
the January issue of Environmental
Health Perspectives.
The concentrations found in
young commercially farmed chickens
are higher and are more widely
consumed than previously recognized,
finds the study, and “may necessitate
adjustments to estimates of arsenic
ingested through diet and may need
to be considered when estimating
overall exposure to arsenic.”
Although organic arsenic occurs
naturally in the environment, it is
inorganic arsenic that poses the
biggest health hazards to humans
and animals. Humans are exposed to
two kinds of the carcinogen in the
air, water, soil, and food sources.
But unlike organic arsenic, inorganic
arsenic is present in food as a result of
pesticide application and animal feed.
Small amounts of arsenic are added
to chicken feed as a USDA-approved
supplement that controls intestinal
WATERSHED SENTINEL

Finnish researchers have found a
50 percent to 70 percent greater risk
of heart attacks, heart disease and cardiovascular disease in men ages 42 to
60 who had elevated levels of mercury
in their bodies. One third of the men
in a follow up health study of 2682
men ate twice as much fish as other
participants and also tested highest for
mercury in the body. Ironically, those
men at least risk of heart disease had
low levels of mercury and high levels
of the Omega-3 fatty acids found in
fish. The researchers said high levels
of mercury appeared to overcome the
benefits of the Omega 3 acids.
Current health advisories in the
US and Canada only warn pregnant
women and children to avoid fish-contaminated mercury, but the researchers said that, although their evidence
was “inconclusive,” it was serious
enough to warrant warning middleaged men of the danger immediately.
The study was published in Arteriosclerosis, Thrombosis and Vascular
Biology, a journal of the American
Heart Association in February.
For an excellent discussion
of mercury in fish and the Finnish environment, see www.uku.fi/
nutritionepidemiologists/
mercury.htm
— Scripps Howard News Service, Feb 1, 2005
Cosmetic Labels

Health Canada will require
mandatory ingredient labelling for
all cosmetic products sold in Canada
within two years. The labels will also
have to warn of possible acute reactions. The new regulations, which call
for full compliance by Nov. 18, 2006,
9

will likely see cosmetic manufacturers phase in package labelling. The
regulations will cover most products,
such as lipstick, shampoo, fragrances,
makeup and hair colouring, but not
toothpaste and sunscreens, or many
natural health products.
About 10,000 chemicals are used
in the cosmetics industry in Canada.
— Labour Environment Alliance
Society (LEAS), January 2005
PCBs and Breast Cancer

A study published in the American Journal of Epidemiology reports
that researchers have found a link
between the risk of breast cancer and
exposure to PCBs among women carrying one particular form of a gene
involved in metabolizing toxic compounds. PCBs are known to alter the
behaviour of the gene involved. Previous studies had not correlated PCB
exposure with that particular gene.
Women with a variant of the
CYP1A1 gene called m2 are at
greater risk to breast cancer when
exposed to PCBs. They estimate that
risk is elevated over four-fold in
post-menopausal women exposed to
comparatively high levels of PCBs.
Their results are consistent with
recent studies that have suggested
that variations in this gene may affect
susceptibility to PCB exposure.
This finding, important because
of the insights it provides into the
source of conflicting results over
PCBs and breast cancer, has implications far beyond that specific issue.
Increasingly sophisticated work on
genetic variation in susceptibility is
suggesting that vulnerable subpopulations are the rule, not the exception.
The epidemiological literature, which
only recently began including detailed
data on genetic characteristics of subjects, may thus be laced with false
negatives.
— Protecting Our Health,
February 2005
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From Our Dear Readers
Health Care and Corporate Media

The truth is that in the past 20 years we have lost
60,000 hospital beds in Canada; from 177,000 beds in 1985
to 115,000 in 2003 —while the population is going up. All
numbers are from the Canadian Institute for Health Information, which is really the only source for this kind of data
in Canada.
Our hospitals don’t work because there are no beds to
put people in. And where has the money gone??? Spending
on drugs has gone from 9% of the total to 15%, an increase
of $6 billion a year in today’s money. Spending on drugs
has surpassed spending on physicians. In other words we
are taking money out of our hospitals and putting it in the
pockets of the Multinational Pharmaceutical Companies.
You never see this information in the media. Why not?
Because their job is to keep us uninformed and out of the
decision making loop on all important issues. And they are
doing a very good job — as they tell us that ‘costs are going
up but our hospitals don’t work so we should privatize for
our own good...’ What Liars they are.
This is just one more example of the corruption of the
Corporate Media. And the success of Corporate Canada
and their Corporate Politicians in privatizing Medicare.
Jack Etkin, Victoria BC

In 1975, hospitals got 44% of all health care funding
in Canada. In 2001 they got 31%. This amounts to an annual loss of about $13 Billion for our hospitals. (We spend
over $100 billion a year on health care; a 13% reduction
equals more than $13 billion.) This is much more than
enough money to solve the wait list and emergency room
problems.

Complete Rainwater Harvesting Systems
Roof to Tap Design
Steel cisterns – polypropylenelined, 5,000 – 30,000 gal.
Roof washers / Gravity filters

Bob Burgess 250-246-2155

A Clean Sustainable Alternative
www.rainwaterconnection.com
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THE PINCH GROUP
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Brian Pinch MPA, FCSI
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Frank Arnold BSc., CFP
Mike Higgins B.Comm
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Call for a free information package on
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International Briefs
China Passes
Renewable Energy Law
The Chinese top legislature has
passed China’s first law to promote
renewable energy. The law guarantees grid access for renewable energy
producers as well as spreading the
costs of these new technologies across
the electricity sector. The law’s enactment at the end of February came
two weeks after the entry into force
of the Kyoto Protocol. China has no
binding obligation under Kyoto, but
as the world’s second largest emitter
of CO2, international attention has
focused on Chinese coal burning
power plants, and its efforts to curb
CO2 emissions growth.
Wind energy in China grew by
35% in 2004, even without the new
law. Greenpeace says China has similarly huge potential for solar, wave,
tidal and biomass power and with
energy efficiency could meet all its
needs solely from clean energy.
— Greenpeace International,
February 2005
Environment Enshrined
in French Constitution
On March 1st, 2005, the French
Congress adopted a revision of the
French Constitution that included the
Environmental Chart in the Constitution of the 5th Republic. This enshrines the rights and obligations of

protection of the environment in the
constitution at the same level as human and social and economic rights.
Prevention and restoration, prevention and precaution are imposed on
the State, on “economic players,” and
all citizens. President Jacques Chirac
declared, “It is a decisive act for the
quality of life and the protection of
each one’s health.”
— Embassy of France
in Canada, March 2005
Malibu Bans Plastic
Plastic foam cups, coffee lids and
clamshell food-to-go boxes from grocery stores, fast food outlets and coffee shops will be prohibited in Malibu
by July 1. Litter on the beach seems
to have been a major motiviating
factor in the ban. Some uses are exempted such as products wrapped in
other places, and foam cooler chests.
Although the local Chamber of Commerce had opposed the ban, in the end
only industry lobbyists from Washington appeared before city council to
speak against it. The Malibu McDonald’s has already phased out nearly all
polystyrene packaging.
— The Malibu Times, March 2005
BGH Voted Out
Last May, the board of the Tillamook (WA) County Creamery Association, which makes popular cheeses

in the US, asked all of its 147 member
dairy farmers to stop using bovine
growth hormone, sold as Posilac, due
to consumer demand. However, the
farmers who wanted to use Monsanto’s controversial growth hormone,
banned in Canada, forced the issue
to a vote among the dairy’s members.
They lost the vote, 43 to 83, and the
ban goes back into effect April 1.
— Associated Press, March 2005
Average Global Temperature, 1880-2004

Ice Melting Everywhere
Ice is melting everywhere—and
at an accelerating rate. Rising global
temperatures are lengthening melting
seasons, thawing frozen ground, and
thinning ice caps and glaciers that
in some cases have existed for
millennia. These changes are raising sea level faster than earlier
projected by scientists, and threatening both human and wildlife
populations.
—Eco-Economy Indicator,
Earth Policy Institute 2005

QUADRA CREDIT UNION
The Discovery Island’s Full Service
Financial Cooperative
Serving our members since 1941

Quadra Island Office – 250 285 3327
Cortes Island Office – 250 935 6617

www.quadracu.com
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HOW
Chromated
Copper
Arsenate
(CCA)

FEATURE

to Live
with Pressure Treated Wood
Compiled by Delores Broten

After years of foot dragging, and led by the US Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA), the Canadian government finally admitted in 2002
that yes, there was, maybe, a
problem with Chromated Copper Arsenate (CCA) treated
wood. The problem, admitted
the government, was especially
important for applications
where children are exposed
to the run off or even surface
deposits, such as playgrounds,
decks and picnic tables. In the
US, the manufacturers had
agreed to label the CCA treated
wood, and take the product off
the consumer market, after
remaining stocks were sold in
2003.
Accordingly, Environment
Canada and Health Canada,
specifically the Pesticide Management Regulatory Agency
(PMRA), decided to institute
a labelling program for each
piece of treated lumber. Fortunately, in April 2002, the
manufacturers of CCA informed the PMRA that they
would voluntarily cancel their
Canadian registrations for
residential uses of CCA-treated
wood. Since 2003, wood
for playground equipment,
decks, fences, walkways and
landscape timbers cannot be
treated with CCA.

In January 2004 the Pesticide Regulatory Management
Agency announced that it was nearing completion of a further risk assessment on CCA treated lumber, based on the
US EPA assessment. Since the ingredients are especially
toxic to aquatic life, restrictions on its use near water have
been under consideration since 2001.
What is it?
CCA is a water-borne preservative containing arsenic,
chromium and copper. It is used for the long-term protection of wood against attack by fungi, insects and marine
borers. Applying wood preservatives extends the productive life of wood. CCA-treated wood is used primarily for
structures intended for outdoor settings, such as construction lumber, utility and construction poles, marine timbers
and pilings, and fences. It has also been used extensively for
picnic tables, playground structures and residential decks.
The solution is not available at the retail level, and is
applied to vacuum-dried lumber under pressurized conditions in commercial treatment plants.
Is CCA-treated wood a health concern?
The risk of immediate illness from short-term exposure to chemicals from CCA-treated wood is low. Although
arsenic can be poisonous at very high doses, the amounts
measured on CCA treated wood are a thousand times less
than a lethal dose. The other two elements in CCA, copper
and chromium, are relatively less toxic to humans.
- City of Toronto Fact Sheet
The fact sheet acknowledges that, while small amounts
of arsenic may not be harmful to health in the short-term,
it is best to avoid unnecessary exposure because arsenic
is a known human carcinogen. It concludes that “it is not
yet known whether long-term exposure to arsenic leaching
from CCA-treated wood is sufficient to increase the risk of
cancer or other health effects.”
However, in 2002 the Canadian Medical Association
Journal (CMAJ) noted that a Connecticut study (Bulletin of
Environmental Contamination and Toxicology 1997;58:229) found that soil samples taken from beneath CCA-wood
decks contained, on average, 20 times more arsenic, 76 mg/
kg, than control soil, a level nearly twice as high as the US
Environmental Protection Agency’s regulatory guideline of
41 mg/kg.
The CMAJ noted that “High levels of ingested inorganic arsenic can be fatal, it may also damage nerves,
stomach, intestine and skin, and is a known carcinogen, in-

BC Hydro has a much bigger disposal problem when
their old hydro poles must be replaced. Hydro owns about 1.2
million poles and replaces at least 6,000 to 7,000 a year. CCA is
the main treatment still used on Hydro poles. The old poles are
sent to BC Wood Recycling which separates the treated wood
from the good lumber remaining in the poles. In 2003, BC Wood
Recycling salvaged 630 tonnes of lumber, sending 400 tonnes of
treated pole remains to the landfill.
E.SStrijbos
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creasing the risk of skin cancer and tumors of the bladder,
kidney, liver and lungs.”
The amount of arsenate emitted from the wood can
vary over time depending on whether the wood is in heavy
rain or water or continuously damp soil, the type of wood,
and whether the lumber was properly dried before treatment. In July 2003, calling for an immediate ban on sale
and production of CCA-treated lumber for residential and
playground uses, the Sierra Club of Canada cited a study
from Ottawa which showed that while levels in the jack
pine used for a deck were normal, dangerously high levels
of arsenic and chromium were found in resin from the wood
which had leached and pooled under the deck.

This lumber is totally unsuitable for water storage.
Elevated arsenic levels may exist in the soil or sand beneath structures made of CCA-treated wood. If there is only
bare soil or sand under the structure, fence or screen off
areas underneath decks to prevent access by children and
pets, and plant a dense ground cover (e.g. grass) to provide
a barrier between the soil and human/animal contact.
If you are exposed to soil or sand beneath the wood,
remove shoes or wipe feet before entering the house.
Testing
The Healthy Building Network offers a Home Arsenic Testing kit for $20 US, which will either provide a
test of how much arsenic wipes off the wood’s surface,
or will identify arsenic contamination in soil. http://
www.healthybuilding.net/arsenic/index.html

What to Do with It?
Disposal of old treated lumber is one of those familiar
embarrassing predicaments of modern life. Most of the
government pamphlets say to dispose of it in an acceptable
“responsible manner,” without specifying what that manner is.
CCA treated wood should never be burned, indoors or
outside, because it releases toxic metals. Nor should it be
used as a chip mulch or put in compost due to the likelihood
of arsenic compounds leaching into garden soil.
Brock McDonald of the BC Recycling Hotline advises
homeowners to either store the old wood for future use in
smaller items, or send it to a properly-constructed landfill
with a liner. He says people should check with their municipal or regional government because the policy varies from
place to place. There is no federal or provincial help for
small scale disposal of this toxic waste.

When working with CCA-treated wood
Health Canada advises these basic precautions:
* Only purchase CCA-treated wood that is visibly
clean and free of excess surface residues of the preservative, as these may contain dislodgeable toxic chemicals.
* Wear gloves and long sleeves when handling
treated wood. Wear a dust mask, eye protection, gloves and
long sleeves when sawing, sanding, shaping or otherwise
machining treated wood to avoid skin contact with or inhalation of sawdust.
* Wherever possible, cut or otherwise work with
treated wood outdoors.
* Wash hands and other exposed skin after contact,
and before eating, drinking or smoking. Wash clothes before re-wearing. Wash separately from other clothing.
* After construction, all end cuts, sawdust and construction debris should be cleaned up and disposed of in
accordance with local regulations.

What should I do if I have an existing structure
made of CCA-treated wood?
If you have an existing structure (e.g. deck or playground equipment) made of CCA-treated wood, the Canadian government advises that it is not necessary to remove
the structure, although the Healthy Building Network says
that is the optimal solution, especially for high exposure
areas such as handrails.
To minimize exposure, use a penetrating oil-based
(NOT water based) wood-finishing sealant on the structure.
Re-apply sealant every one or two years, depending on
wear and weathering. (The Healthy Building Network suggests the sealant should be refreshed every six months and
also cautions that the wood should never be sanded.) Sealants can reduce the amount of arsenic released by as much
as 90%. Do not use deck washing products. Consult your
local hardware or building store for appropriate products.
Children and pets should never be allowed to play on or
under treated decks or stairs. Children are especially vulnerable because they put their hands in their mouths more
often, and because they tend to eat more dirt than adults.
Food and water should not be exposed to the lumber.
WATERSHED SENTINEL

Alternatives when building
Look for alternatives to CCA-treated wood such as cedar, redwood, metal, and plastic. Consult your local hardware or building store for wood treated with non-arsenic
containing preservatives. Rubber can be used for loading
docks and plastic wood made from recycled plastic is a
long-lasting excellent (although expensive) alternative for
outdoor furniture and fencing.
Sources: City of Toronto Fact Sheet, Health Canada: Fact
Sheet on Chomated Copper Arsenate (CCA) Treated Wood, Healthy
onsored by
Building Network, Sierra Club of
Sp
Canada, Canadian Medical Association Journal, No CCA Wood, http:
//www.noccawood.ca, Fact sheet
from the US Consumer Product Safety
Commission: Chromated Copper Arsenate (CCA) -Treated Wood Used in
the Friends of Cortes Island
Sustainability Education Fund
Playground Equipment.
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Tikal Magic and Costa Rica Pura Vida
Text and photos by Jim Cooperman

T

he mysteries of the Mayan people have always fasafter climbing the 164 steps to the top, we could only see
cinated my wife, Kathi and I. In November 2004,
the tops of five other pyramids in a vast sea of jungle.
we were able to explore what was long considered to
That night we stayed at the Jungle Lodge and woke
be the largest Mayan settlement, Tikal. We were genuinely
up very early to the loud and raucous calls of the howler
awestruck by the immensity of the site and the splendour of
monkeys outside our bungalow. In the early morning light
both the structures and the jungles that surround and engulf
we explored the jungle trails to the sounds of thousands of
the ancient city. We were part of a small tour group led by
birds and managed to see a few small animals amongst the
an English-speaking guide who had just finished his studies
giant broadleaf cedar, cieba, mahogany and gum trees.
in archaeology.
Another highlight of the Tikal visit, were the two museThe Tikal ruins cover approximately 300 hectares on
ums. One contains stelae and other carved stones along
the edge of a 5,500-hectare national park, which despite
with giant photos taken of the ruins in the late 1800s. The
some illegal logging still protects one of the largest rainother museum contains some of the many treasures found,
forests in this part of Central America. Settlement began
including burial goods, carved jade, inscribed bones and
around 700 BC and peaked around
shells and pottery. The Mayan art900 AD, when the entire Mayan civiwork is incredibly intricate and colCosta Rica, home to the world’s
lization began to wither away. At one
ourful and provides the viewer with
greatest level of biodiversity,
time, upward of 100,000 people inan appreciation of this once great
is truly a conservation dream
habited the greater Tikal area, where
culture.
come true, where the military
buildings were constantly being conCosta Rica, home to the world’s
was disbanded nearly fifty years
structed atop older structures.
greatest level of biodiversity, is truly
ago and its funding diverted to
The main plaza area was the
a conservation dream come true,
education.
most impressive as the temples and
where the military was disbanded
acropolises had undergone the most
nearly fifty years ago and its fundrestoration. Many of the carvings are wearing away, as the
ing diverted to education. Although most of the country
limestone here is soft and decays easily. Small roofs cover
was deforested, 11 percent is now in fully protected parks,
the remaining stelae that contain detailed hieroglyphics
and another 14 percent is in wildlife refuges, biological and
that describe various historical periods. It is forbidden to
forest reserves and monuments. As well there are privately
climb up many of the pyramids since a number of tourists
owned reserves, Indian reserves and other protected areas.
have died from falls, but we did go up wooden steps to the
A total of 27 percent of the country is fully and partially
top of two pyramids to get a bird’s eye view of the area. The
protected and includes many large pristine areas as well as
base of the tallest pyramid is still covered with jungle and
restoration areas.
WATERSHED SENTINEL
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Tourists from all over the world flock to Costa Rica
nificent 42,469 hectare rainforest reserve that protects
to view wildlife, white-water kayak and raft, surf, snorkel
eight distinct habitats in the south of the country. After
and dive, hike, horseback ride, view volcanoes and relax
landing on a small airstrip in the middle of vast groves of
on the beach. Unfortunately, a few coastal areas have been
palm trees, we travelled there by riverboat alongside thick
overly developed with huge, inappropriate resort developmangrove forests, past an island where the film Jurassic
ments. Agriculture is also a major part of the economy,
Park was shot and into the Pacific Ocean through a chanbut too much of the rich land is devoted to commercial
nel between two small rocky islands. About an hour later
monoculture such as coffee, sugar, bananas and palm oil.
we transferred into an ocean speedboat for landing on the
In contrast to Guatemala, the indigenous culture in Costa
beach and then on to the lodge “limo,” a wagon pulled by a
Rica is barely visible and there is far less poverty. Much of
tractor for the final short journey up the steep paved trail to
the pre-Spanish history is explained
the jungle lodge. Over lunch, the staff
at the Gold and Jade Museums in San
explained to our small group about
Tourists from all over the world
Jose, where some amazing ancient
how to avoid the dangers posed by
flock to Costa Rica to view wildjewellery and pottery are on display.
the many types of poisonous snakes
life, white-water kayak and raft,
We first visited Costa Rica in
that inhabit the wild jungle surroundsurf, snorkel and dive, hike,
2002 and travelled north and west
ing our bungalows.
horseback ride, view volcanoes
by rental jeep. While the distances
The next morning, our very caand relax on the beach
are short, many of the back roads and
pable and knowledgeable guide, Careven the highways are in deplorable
los, led us through the jungle along
shape. But the destinations certainly made these challenga very muddy trail up and down, over, under and through
ing trips worthwhile, as we journeyed from mountaintop
thick vegetation, giant ferns, vines, roots, and trees of all
forests to dry land volcano parks, to coastal paradises
sizes and shapes. We were all on the lookout for wildlife
and back to bustling San Jose. Everywhere we found the
and we were not disappointed. Kathi was the first to spot
people to be helpful, friendly and fun loving. Some of the
the Trogon, a colourful bird similar to the Quetzal, and we
highlights were exploring the cloud forests of Monteverde
also observed spider and howler monkeys and the rodentand hiking on the continental divide, with the Pacific and
like agouti. After enjoying a swim under one of the many
Atlantic on opposite horizons. Thanks to our skillful guide
waterfalls, we headed to the ranger station, where we joined
we were fortunate to see a rare Quetzal bird in all its magwith other tour groups to enjoy our picnic lunch. While we
nificent iridescent blue-green, white and red splendour. We
waited for the tide to go down to cross one of the rivers,
also tried the thrilling zip-lines zooming in a harness high
we enjoyed watching a flock of scarlet macaws feasting in
above the forest on thin cables and we hiked over huge steel
some guava-like trees. These trees are also an important
suspension bridges that span steep canyons.
part of the local leaf cutter ant’s ecology. Leading from the
We returned in mid-November 2004 and opted for
trees was a well-worn, narrow trail in the grass created by
travel by small planes rather than driving the rough roads.
the many thousands of ants that carry bits of leaves back to
Our primary goal was to visit Corcovado Park, a magContinued on Page 16 a
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Z Costa Rica continued
After another night in San Jose, we returned to the tip
their nest where they use them to grow the fungus that is a
of the Nicoya Peninsula. Because of its relative isolation,
major part of their diet.
this remarkable region is only recently experiencing rapid
The next day we joined up with a new group on a cruise
tourism growth. We spent half our time at a lodge a short
out to Cano Island, which is also a park reserve that protects
beach hike away from Montezuma, an eclectic, counter-culthe habitat for over 140 endemic species of plants and aniture town with many expatriates in an idyllic setting. One
mals (found no where else in the world).
day we hiked through Costa Rica’s first park, Cabo Blanco.
We enjoyed snorkelling amongst the exotic tropical
When created in 1963, this 1,272-hectare park was mostly
fish, especially the humorous looking polka-dotted puffer
cow pasture, but already it is thick
fish and the long tapered needlefish.
forest and well on its way towards
After lunch, we hiked to the top of
There is a growing debate betrestoration. After over an hour of
the island to see some of the region’s
ween those who prefer the counhiking, we emerged at a rocky beach
mysterious granite spheres. No one
try’s ecological integrity and
next to a stand of towering bamboo
has yet come up with an explanation
those who want to build more
and a few olive-like trees with poifor why the pre-Columbian indigmega-resorts.
sonous fruit and sap. We watched a
enous people carved these stone balls
giant iguana resting in the sun on a large tree trunk and on
that range is size from two metres to a few centimetres in
our return, a troop of howling howler monkeys were in the
diameter and are found throughout southern Costa Rica.
trees near the park entrance.
Adding to the mystery is that the source of the granite used
Our last three days in this region were spent on the
has not been located. A few of us knelt down to grasp one of
panoramic Santa Teresa beach enjoying the surf. The
the half-metre diameter balls and convinced each other we
nearby Mal Pais beach is quickly developing with shops,
could feel vibrations in our hands! On our return across the
lodges and restaurants as young surfers flock here from
ocean, we were thrilled to see a humpback whale and calf
around the world.
surface and blow near our boat and a pod of dolphins that
Costa Rica has so much to offer travellers who apjumped out of the water in graceful arcs.
preciate
nature and enjoy adventure sports. It is refreshing
On our last day we hiked with another couple along a
to
visit
a
country where a growing part of the economy is
trail that led us to a biological research station owned by a
based
on
nature conservation instead of resource extracwoman from BC, where students and researchers live and
tion.
Yet
there is a growing debate between those who
study. That afternoon, we enjoyed some ocean kayaking out
prefer
to
preserve
the country’s ecological integrity and
to some small rocky islands. After chatting with some of
those
who
want
to
build
more mega-resorts. Canadians can
the guides, we learned more about the Corcovado wildertake
home
lessons
from
this supposed third-world country
ness and its amazing diversity, including the large lake and
about
how
to
sustainably
market and conserve biodiversity.
lagoon that few people have ever seen and is off limits to
It
is
no
wonder
that
Costa
Rica’s often-heard catch phrase is
visitors. This large body of water is surrounded by sharp
Pura
Vida
or
‘pure
life.’
thorn vines and is home to crocodiles and rare fresh water

sharks. One of the major threats to this incredible park is
Photos:
Corcovada
jungle,
Massive Tikal pyramid,
from gold seekers, as gold (and even oil) does exist here but
Tikal
glyphs,
and
Tortuga
Island
beach
the government forbids exploration and development.
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TSUNAMI AND SHRIMP

Tsunami , Mangroves & Economy
By Devinder Sharma

As the first
news reports of
the devastation

destroyed results in an estimated 676 pounds loss in marine
harvest. Mangrove swamps have been nature’s protection
for the coastal regions from the large waves, weathering
the impact of cyclones, and serving as a nursery for threefourth of the commercial fish species that spend part of
their life cycle in the mangrove swamps.
Mangroves in any case were one of the world’s most
threatened habitats but instead of replanting the mangrove
swamps, faulty economic policies only hastened its disappearance. Despite warning by ecologists and environmentalists, the World Bank turned a deaf ear.
Shrimp farming continued its destructive spree, eating
away more than half of the world’s mangroves. Since the
1960’s, for instance, aquaculture in Thailand resulted in a
loss of over 65,000 hectares of mangroves. In Indonesia,
Java lost 70 per cent of its mangroves, Sulawesi 49 per cent
and Sumatra 36 per cent. So much so that at the time the
tsunami struck in all its fury, logging companies were busy
axing mangroves in the Aceh province of Indonesia for exports to Malaysia and Singapore.

caused by the tsunami
killer waves began to
pour in, a newsreader
on India’s Aaj Tak’s television channel asked its
correspondent reporting
from the scene of destruction in Tamil Nadu
in south of India: “Any
idea about how much is
the loss to business? Can
you find that out because
that would be more important for our business
leaders?”
Little did the newscaster realize or even
know that the tsunami disaster, which eventually turned out
to be a catastrophe, was more or less the outcome of faulty
In India, mangrove cover has been reduced
business and economics. The magnitude of the disaster was
to less than a third of its original in the past three decades.
only exacerbated by the neoliberal economic policies that
Between 1963 and 1977, the period when the aquaculture
pushed economic growth at the expense of human life.
industry took roots, India destroyed nearly 50 per cent of
It was the outcome of an insane economic system - led
its mangroves. Local communities were forcibly evicted to
by the World Bank and IMF — that bemake way for the shrimp farms.
lieves in usurping environment, nature
In India’s southern Andhra
What is being projected
and human lives for the sake of unsusPradesh, more than 50,000 people
as an indicator of
tainable economic growth for a few.
were forcibly removed and millions
Since the 1960s, the Asian seadisplaced to make room for the aquacspectacular economic
coast region has been plundered by the
ulture farms. Whatever remained of the
growth hides the
large industrialized shrimp firms that
mangroves was cut down by the hotel
enormous environmental
brought environmentally-unfriendly
industry. Aided and abetted by the
costs that these countries
aquaculture to its sea shores. Shrimp
Ministry of Environment and Forests
cultivation, rising to over 8 billion
and the Ministry of Industries, builders
have suffered and will
tonnes a year in the year 2000, had
moved in to ravage the coastline.
have to undergo in future.
already played havoc with the fragile
Five-star hotels, golf courses,
ecosystems.
industries, and mansions sprung up,
The ‘rape-and-run’ industry, as the Food and Agriculall along disregarding the concern being expressed by entural Organization of the United Nations once termed it,
vironmentalists. These two ministries worked overtime to
was largely funded by the World Bank. Nearly 72 percent
dilute the Coastal Regulation Zone norms thereby allowing
of the shrimp farming is confined to Asia.
the hotels to even take over the 500 metre buffer that was
supposed to be maintained along the beach.
The expansion of shrimp farming was at the
In an era of market economy, that was reflected through
cost of tropical mangroves — amongst the world’s
a misplaced Shining India slogan, the bureaucrats are in
most important ecosystems. Each acre of mangrove forest
Continued on Page 18 a
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ZTsunami continued
league with the industrialists and big business interests.
Much of the responsibility for the huge death toll therefore
rests with the government and the free market apologists.

operates like a wall withstanding much of the sea’s fury.
Mangroves in addition absorb more carbon dioxide per unit
area than ocean phytoplankton, a critical factor in global
warming.
It happened earlier in Bangladesh. In 1960, a tsunami
wave hit the coast in an area where mangroves were intact.
There was not a single human loss. These mangroves were
subsequently cut down and replaced with shrimp farms. In
1991, thousands of people were killed when a tsunami of
the same magnitude hit the same
region.
In Tamil Nadu, in south India,
Pichavaram and Muthupet with
dense mangroves suffered low human casualties and less economic
damage from the Dec 26 tsunami.
Earlier, the famed mangroves of
Bhiterkanika in Orissa (which also
serve as the breeding ground for the
olive-ridley turtles) had reduced the
impact of the ‘super cyclone’ that
had struck in Oct 1999, killing over 10,000 people and rendering millions homeless.
The epicentre of the Dec 26 killer tsunami was close
to Simeuleu Island, in Indonesia. The death toll on this
particular island was significantly low simply because the
inhabitants had the traditional knowledge about tsunami
that invariably happened after a quake. On Nias Island,
which is close to Simeuleu Island, mangroves had acted
like a wall helping people from the destruction. The challenge therefore for the developing countries is to learn from
the time-tested technologies that have been perfected by the
local communities.

The tourism boom in the Asia-Pacific region
coincided with the destructive fallout of the growth in
shrimp cultivation. Over the last decade, tourist arrivals
and receipts rose faster than any other region in the world,
almost twice the rates of industrialized countries. Projections for the year 2010 indicate that
the region will surpass the Americas to become the world’s number
two tourism region, with 229 million arrivals.
What is being projected as an
indicator of spectacular economic
growth hides the enormous environmental costs that these countries have suffered and will have to
undergo in future.
In the past two decades, the
entire coastline along the Bay of Bengal, Arabian Sea, and
Strait of Malacca in the Indian Ocean and all along the
South Pacific Ocean has been a witness to massive investments in tourism and hotels.
Myanmar and Maldives suffered much less from the
killing spree of the tsunami because the tourism industry
had so far not spread its tentacles to the virgin mangroves
and coral reefs surrounding the coastline. The large coral
reef surrounding the islands of Maldives absorbed much of
the tidal fury thereby restricting the human loss to a little
over 100 dead.
Coral reefs absorb the sea’s fury by breaking
the waves. The tragedy however is that more than 70 per
cent of world’s coral reef has already been destroyed.
The island chain of Surin off the west coast of Thailand similarly escaped heavy destruction. The ring of coral
reef that surrounds the islands did receive some punching
from the furious waves but kept firm and thereby helped
break the lethal power of the tsunami. Mangroves help to
protect offshore coral reefs by filtering out the silt flowing
seawards from the land. Tourism growth, whether in the
name of eco-tourism or leisure tourism, decimated the
mangroves and destroyed the coral reefs.
If only the mangroves were intact, the damage from
the tsunami would have been greatly minimized. Ecologists tell us that mangroves provide double protection - the
first layer of red mangroves with their flexible branches and
tangled roots hanging in the coastal waters absorb the first
shock waves. The second layer of tall black mangroves then
WATERSHED SENTINEL

Let us now look at the comparative advantage of protecting environment and thereby reducing the
havoc from the growth-oriented market economy. Having
grown tenfold in the last 15 years, shrimp farming is now a
$9 billion industry. It is estimated that shrimp consumption
in North America, Japan and Western Europe has increased
by 300 per cent within the last ten years. The massive wave
of destruction caused by the Dec. 26 tsunami in 11 Asian
countries alone has surpassed the economic gain that the
shrimp industry claims to have harvested by several times.
With over 165,000 people dead, the staggering social and
economic loss will take some time to be ascertained.
World governments have so far pledged $4 billion in
aid. This does not include the billions that are being spent
by relief agencies. The World Bank is considering boosting
the aid package to $1.5 billion. It has already given (by Jan
10, 2005) $175 million, and bank President James Wolfen18
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sohn has been quoted as saying: “We can go up to even $1
billion to $ 1.5 billion depending on the needs...”
In addition, the World Food Program plans to feed
some 2 million survivors for the next six months. The
feeding operation is likely to cost $180 million. If only successive presidents of the World Bank had refrained from
aggressively promoted ecologically unsound but market
friendly economic policies, a lot of human lives could have
been saved.
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What did the world gain from pushing market
reforms with utter disregard to environment and human
lives? Can Wolfensohn justify the financial backing doled
out to the aquaculture and tourism sectors by drawing a
balance sheet of the costs and benefits, including the social
cost involved? Take the shrimp farms, for instance.
The life cycle of a shrimp farm is a maximum of two
to five years. The ponds are then abandoned leaving behind
toxic waste, destroyed ecosystems and displaced communities, annihilating livelihoods. The farms come at the cost of
natural eco-systems including mangroves. The whole cycle
is then repeated in another pristine coastal area. It has been
estimated that economic losses due to the shrimp farms are
approximately five times the potential earnings.
Tourism is no better. Kerala in south India, marketed
as “God’s own country,” destroyed the mangroves in a desperate bid to lure the tourists. It is only after the tsunami
struck that the state government was quick to announce a
340 million Rupees ($7.74 million) project aimed at insulating the Kerala coastline against tidal surges. Other tourist
destinations in Asia will now probably go for a rethinking.
The question therefore that needs to be asked is whether we need to extract a heavy human toll before we realize the follies of blindly aping the stupid market economy
mantra? How many more people do we want to die and how
many millions do we want to go homeless before we realize
the grave mistake of pushing the market economy? Who
will hold these free market economists responsible for the
human loss and suffering?


Discovery Organics
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e are buying this advertising space
in the Watershed Sentinel because we
believe that there must be strong and
passionate voices speaking the truth; for
our children, for the trees, the ocean, for
the spirit of life that fills us all. We believe
that the Watershed Sentinel, which brings
news, ideas and wisdom from around the
Strait, and around the world, is one of the
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Sustainers of the Watershed Sentinel
Your generous help allows us to provide you with a strong independent voice for environmental issues, activism, and social justice. A BIG thank you to all our readers who help produce the magazine.
The following supporters have brought you this issue. We couldn’t survive without your help.
Sustaining Subscribers

Patrons

Steve Ablitt, Whaletown BC • Alberni Environmental Coalition,
Port Alberni BC • Debbie & Harry Burton, Saltspring Isld.
BC • Jilly & Lew Carlino, Whaletown BC • Vivian Chenard,
Saltspring Isld. BC • Citizen’s Stewardship Coalition, Port
Alberni BC • Alan Dolan, Victoria BC • Henry Dumouchel,
Alexandria ON • Sue Frazer, Port Alberni BC • Ralph
Garrison, Manson’s Ldg. BC • Elaine Golds, Port Moody BC
• Karen Hansen, Prince Rupert BC • Happy Planet Foods,
Salish Coast • Wendy & Hubert Havelaar, Whaletown BC
• Shirley & Harry Holmes-Holman, Denman Isld. BC • Barb
Hourston, Nanaimo BC • Joy Jeffries, Hornby Isld. BC • Paul
Brewer & Darsi Kamay, Manson’s Ldg. BC • Jim Kearney,
Manson’s Ldg. BC • Elaine Kerr, Courtenay BC • Ruth Ozeki
& Oliver Kellhammer, Whaletown BC • Jeff King, Abbotsford
BC • Ingmar Lee, Victoria BC • Garth & Dianna Malcolm,
Gananoque ON • Ruth Masters, Courtenay BC • Hugh
McNab, Surge Narrows BC • Delphin, Samantha and Mike
Moore, Manson’s Ldg. BC • Cathy & Don Morrison, Victoria
BC • Sakiko Neufer, Whaletown BC • Norske Canada, Elk
Falls, Campbell River BC • Otter Point Ratepayers Association,
Sooke BC • Maggie Paquet, Port Alberni BC • Tom Pater,
Kyuquot BC • William S. Paterson, Nanaimo BC • Jo
Phillips, Sooke BC • Norman Riggs, Powell River BC • Martin
Rossander, Powell River BC • Paul Senez, Victoria BC • Joy
& David Shipway, Manson’s Ldg. BC • Joel & Dana Solomon,
Manson’s Ldg. BC • Laura Trent, Victoria BC • Seymour
Trieger, Nanaimo BC • Milo & Virgina Wilcox, Whaletown BC
• R.E. Wolf, Calgary AB • Susan Marie Yoshihara, Denman
Isld. BC • Ruth & Fred Zwickel, Manson’s Ldg. BC

Martha Abelson, Manson’s Ldg. BC • Arne & Flora Baartz,
Lasqueti Isld, BC • Frank English, Lake Cowichan BC •
Good Libations, Cortes Island BC • Colin Graham, Sidney BC
• Brian Grant, Victoria BC • Alison Graves, Nanaimo BC •
Barbara Graves, Lantzville BC • Greenpeace Vancouver •
Willem J. Havelaar, Courtenay BC • Robin Keller, Hornby Isld.
BC • Labour Environment Alliance Society, Vancouver BC •
Paul MacGillivray, Vancouver BC • Hannah Main, Victoria BC
• Mel McDonald, Victoria BC • Dorothy and Des McIntosh,
Santa Barbara CA • Stefan Ochman, Bamfield BC • Glen
Osborne, Gabriola Isld. BC • Pender Isld. Health Clinic, BC
• Catherine Soudoplatoff & Joe Prochaska, Nashville TN •
Nina Raginsky, Saltspring Isld. BC • Norberto Rodriguez dela
Vega, Whaletown BC • Paul Sanborn, Prince George BC •
Penny Sanger, Ottawa ON • Basil & Jill Seaton, Jasper AB
•Charlotte & Leo Smith, Squirrel Cove BC • Ronni Solbert,
Randolph VT • Nancy Bayly & Ross Sutherland, Hartington ON
• Lesley Taylor, Richmond BC • Bruce Torrie, Victoria BC •
Ray Woollam, Duncan BC

Friends

Across Borders Media, Victoria BC • Louis & Vera Broten,
Edmonton AB • Kathy Dunster, Bowen Isld. BC • David &
Ann Hiatt, Whaletown BC •Judith Lawrence, Hornby Isld. BC •
Mike Thomsen, Victoria BC • Peter Johnston & Sue Wheeler,
Lasqueti Isld. BC

Sentinels

Dr. Philip Chambers, Lantzville BC • Endswell Foundation,
Vancouver BC • James & Doreen McElvaney, Whaletown BC

And All Those Who Wish To Remain Anonymous

Sustaining Subscribers
($ 50 - 99 annual donation):

Watershed Supporters
($ 1,500 - 2,500 annual donation):

Sustaining Subscribers ensure our distribution to
young people and the general public through assisting with
the placement of the Watershed Sentinel in schools, colleges, universities and libraries.

Like a watershed, Watershed Supporters help us flow
with strength and purpose. We need to find, follow and
write the stories, print the magazine, distribute it, and sell
subscriptions and advertising. And we need staff with the
appropriate expertise. Watershed Supporters are essential
to making this happen.

We wish to acknowledge and say a very special thank
you to the Patrons and Sustaining Subscribers without
whose long-term support and continued loyalty we could
not have survived these past fifteen years. In accordance
with Canada Revenue Agency regulations, please note that
grandfathered Sustaining Subscribers, who choose to continue to receive copies of the Watershed Sentinel as part of
their donation, are not eligible for a tax receipt.

Sentinels
($ 500 - 1,499 annual donation):

In days of yore, sentinels were stationed to herald the
approach of threats. Our Sentinel Supporters allow us to
keep watch on the issues and to inform concerned citizens
and activists.
Friends of the Watershed Sentinel
($ 200 - 499 annual donation):

Please make cheques payable to Friends of
Cortes Island and mail your donation to:

Friends of the Watershed Sentinel help us offer constructive solutions to problems, and praise successes that
lead toward an environmentally sustainable future.

Watershed Sentinel Fund
P.0. Box 39,
Whaletown, BC
Canada V0P 1Z0.

Patrons
($ 100 - 199 annual donation):

Patrons support the public education program that is
an integral and essential part of our publication.
WATERSHED SENTINEL

A tax receipt will be mailed to you.
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FRIENDS OF CORTES ISLAND

Home, Sweet Home
by Katherine Smail
I love Good
Stuff? By no
means a definitive
piece, this little booklet from
WorldWatch Institute has some
great facts, ideas, and resources, and each page peaks my
interest for further exploration into the subject at hand. Today I looked at its section on housing; something that is particularly pertinent to Cortes and many other Gulf Islands.
For the past few years our little island has experienced
an influx of new landowners looking to refurbish, or build
anew, their personal island getaway. Although this has kept
a bevy of local carpenters in business, the owners have
come with their urban/suburban ideals of a country estate
to a geographically isolated island with limited natural
resources. And I can’t target only “the newcomers.” Many
long-term residents are now following the North American
trend of renovating and building with the combination of
increased space, cheaper construction materials, and lovely
views being paramount in design and siting considerations.

New Ecological Home, Prescriptions for a Healthy House,
and Eco-Renovation. Our annual Sustainability Home
Show is already in the planning arena for its fourth appearance this fall. At the suggestion of a local land developer,
we have begun a Cortesian version of a green building
booklet on alternative building materials, practices, and
designs to suit our island environment.
We want folks to rethink their ideas of home and affordability. If the desire to display social stature through the
home environment is too compelling to resist, why not focus on creating a model of environmental sustainability and
throw extra dollars into patronage of community projects?
For those with a tight budget, initial construction costs for a
green home are slightly higher but in the long term the expense is more than offset by serious savings in maintenance
costs, energy consumption, and health benefits.
On the subject of energy, State of the World, another
WorldWatch Institute publication, demonstrates the difference between a conventionally built home and a more
energy-efficient counterpart. Both homes are located in
Vancouver, BC. Though the energy used in the building
materials and the construction of an energy-efficient home
is higher, the energy used to heat that home is lower. By
the end of the thirtieth year of occupation, the total energy
used in building and heating the home is a third less than
its conventional counterpart. In more extreme climates, the
savings would be greater.

Housing trends are increasingly land
and resource intensive. Good Stuff?
lists some interesting facts:

•

Shrinking households, a decrease of 3.2 to 2.5
people in industrial countries over the past thirty
years, have accounted for a 20% increase in energy
use.

•

New houses in the US were 38 percent bigger in
2002 than in 1975, averaging 2,265 square feet,
twice the size of typical European or Japanese
homes.

•

People in the US and Canada consume 2.4 times as
much energy at home as those in Western Europe,
and people can live in a typical house for 10 years
before the energy they use in it exceeds what went
into its construction and building materials.

Energy conservation is only one aspect of green
construction. Less toxic building materials, water conserving fixtures and appliances, and a home site that
has a minimal impact on the surrounding environment
are other ways to lower a home’s ecological footprint
and move toward sustainability.

Whether on an island or on the mainland, we will
continue to build and I don’t see green building as optional
but view it as an opportunity to create or recreate a home
environment where the benefits reach far beyond the occupants.
If you have ideas, inspirations or questions, or would
like to contribute to Green Building on Cortes, please
contact us at Friends of Cortes Island Society:
Ph: 935-0087 or foci@island.net

Actions that Friends of Cortes Island (FOCI) takes to
counteract these trends include distributing information on
earth-friendly building practices. Over the past year we
have expanded our resource library with titles such as The
WATERSHED SENTINEL
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Wild Times by Joe Foy

COLUMN

and start asking some specific questions of our political
hopefuls. And my vote’s going to depend on some clear
concise answers.
I want to hear a cross-my-heart promise to expand
BC’s protected area system. Pristine valleys in Clayoquot
Sound on Vancouver Island and around the Elaho Valley
north of Squamish and on the mid coast in the Great Bear
Rainforest still await protection after over a decade of debate. And key wildlife habitats all over the province need
protection as well. Which party will step up?
I want to know which party will give BC strong endangered species legislation that grants citizens the right
to defend endangered species’ habitat in the courts. Spotted owls, marbled murrelets and mountain caribou are at
death’s door because of continued destruction of their forest habitat. Which candidate will come forward and stand
for a ban on BC’s bloody grizzly bear sport hunt?
Which party leader will make an oath to keep our public lands in public hands? Crown lands are being sold off at
a record pace.
Rural and urban voters alike want someone who will
stand up to protect BC’s fast dwindling Agricultural Land
Reserve. Which of the nice folks up at the podium is going
to grant local governments the right to protect their drinking watersheds from industrial logging and other waterquality-harming activities? Which party will finally ban
raw log exports?
Candidates raise your hand if you will defend our coast
by banning offshore oil and gas development and putting an
end to open netcage salmon farms.
Who will protect the airshed of our largest urban community by not twinning the Port Mann Freeway Bridge and
instead focus on improving transit?
If you’d like to learn more, or even join me in the grassroots effort to hold the various candidates’ feet to the fire on
environmental issues, check out our web site:
www.wildernesscommittee.org
British Columbians really do want to lead the world in
Sustainable Environmental Management. We just want to
lead the race to the top of the heap, not the bottom.


Leading the World to...
It all began to spin, as it usually does, in the first sunny
days of the year on the front steps of the BC Legislature.
That’s where, in early February the governing party
rolled out the red carpet and announced their re-election
platform in a rock-em sock-em Throne Speech that started
off with the incredible claim that the government of Premier Gordon Campbell is “Leading The World In Sustainable Environmental Management.”
Say what!?
Gimme a break. Since taking office in 2001 the Campbell government has gutted environmental regulations and
eliminated public oversight. And they’ve dismissed many
of the frontline workers who are the public’s eyes and ears
at the Ministry of Forests and Ministry of Environment.
So now that the Libs have downsized the Environment
Ministry into submission, what’s with the over-the-top
enviro boasting? I guess they are betting that many voters
won’t look beyond the green-wash feel-good pre-election
slogans.
I sure hope that the other political parties won’t try
to match or even out do the Liberals’ boasting. It’s hard to
imagine how they could. Maybe we’ll hear a call for “the
strongest environmental protections in the galaxy,” followed by counter promises of “the best enviro laws in the
known and unknown universe!”
I guess the point is, we get the government we deserve,
and we deserve a lot better than we’ve been getting.
Which means that like it or not I’m going to have to roll
off the couch, head to the nearest all candidates’ meeting
WATERSHED SENTINEL

Joe Foy is Campaign Director for the Western Canada
Wilderness Committee, Canada’s largest
citizen funded membership based wilderness preservation
organization. WCWC
currently has 28,000
members from coast
to coast to coast.
The Lower Mainland needs
more transit, not more pavement and cars.
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THE LAND
Photo Elaho Western
Canada Wilderness Committee

expense of other park users.
The leaked documents show
that, for the last year, a few handpicked vested interests
and environmental
Lodge Deals Erode
groups, known as
Difference Between BC
the “Lodge Strategy
Advisory Group”
Parks and Crown Land
have been privy
to the project. The
participants, which included lodge
owners, the Wilderness Tourism Association, the BC Wildlife Federation,
the Canadian Parks and Wilderness
Society, and the BC Federation of
Naturalists, were told that they could
not prevent the lodge strategy, but
only give advice on how to do it. The
rest of the environmental movement
learned of the scheme only when the
Public Service Employees for the Enson of the Valhalla Wilderness Socivironment released the material.
ety. “For 90 years BC taxpayers have
“Sixty environmental groups,
been contributing to keep BC parks
mostly
in BC, have signed onto a
free of this kind of development. This
Declaration
on the Principles of
project would literally dissolve our
Parks,”
says
Sherrod.
“The principles
park system.”
declare
that
parks
belong
to the public
Sherrod said the tourism industry
and
should
not
be
commercialized
or
does not need lodges in parks. “Land
privatized;
that
they
are
for
ecosystem
and Water BC is selling and leasing
protection, not money making,” says
Crown land for recreational developSherrod. “This is what our original
ment as fast it can,” she says. Private
Park Act was all about and this is
investors don’t have to buy the land to
what the public en masse said to the
gain control of it. A lease of park land
Recreation Stewardship Panel.”
is quite enough to give them powerful
legal rights to protect and expand the
—Valhalla Wilderness Society,
profitability of their businesses at the
February 2005

It’s the Parks, Stupid!
BC government documents
leaked by the Public Service Employees for the Environment reveal a
well-developed plan to turn BC Parks
into investment parks. The BC Parks
Lodge Strategy is part of a larger program called the BC Resort Strategy
that includes much larger developments outside park boundaries.
A lodge could contain up to 80
beds and would have all the amenities
of home. Ten parks have already been
identified for these developments.
“A lodge of any size inside park
boundaries will impact park ecosystems,” says Anne Sherrod, ChairperElection Resources

• The Conservation Voters of BC has a new tracking tool to record what your MLA is saying about air, water, land, and
critters. This web site provides a running record on the environment, as well as interviews, discussions, endorsements, and
general election readiness: www.conservationvoters.ca
• Sierra Club of BC is running a Vote Environment project, complete with information on hot issues and a door to door
canvas. See www.sierraclub.ca/bc/vote/index.html Ph: 1-250-478-6906
• The Broad Coalition, which is determined to defeat the Liberals by avoiding vote-splitting, is organizing vote trading on
an individual basis between willing NDP and Green Party voters in identified ridings: www.broadcoalition.net
• Western Canada Wilderness Committee, www.wildernesscommittee.org
• A New Era of Lawlessness: What changes to BC environmental and forestry laws mean for our community, a series of
public forums from Terrace to Courtenay. Over the last four years, deregulation has eroded the ability of BC’s laws to protect clear air, clean water and a healthy environment for future generations. Cuts to staffing have reduced monitoring and
enforcement of environmental laws. Based on Cutting Up the Safety Net: Environmental Deregulation in British Columbia
(West Coast Environmental Law, 2005) and Axing the Forest Service: How British Columbians are losing their eyes and
ears in the forest (Ben Parfitt and Kerri Garner, Sierra Club of BC, 2004).
WATERSHED SENTINEL
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of Life-Enhancing Economics
by Nancy Myers

Y

ou’ve heard about the precautionary principle and how it came to be articulated and applied
to environmental health, and how this simple principle brings with it a strong set of closely
linked ideas and values and practices. In fact it must be applied broadly as well as narrowly.
And you can’t take a precautionary approach without talking about both economics and ethics.
The precautionary principle is the simple Wingspread
statement: “When an activity raises threats of harm to human health or the environment, precautionary measures
should be taken even if some cause and effect relationships
are not fully established scientifically.” The precautionary
approach is everything it takes to put that simple statement
into practice, principally:
• Goal setting
• Alternatives assessment
• Burden shifting
• Democratic participation (right to know, duty to
consider all relevant information) and the set of
values that it implies, mainly:
• Priority and the benefit of the doubt goes to the
health of people, creatures, ecosystems; and
• Vorsorge or “forecaring” for future generations.

side effects. Whether or not we can deal with those side effects depends on how much it costs in terms of money. The
main question becomes, can we afford (money-wise) to deal
with problems?
Why ethics?
An ethical approach says we should take certain actions regardless of economic costs. We have often seen
these approaches as either/or. Those of us who believe
in giving priority to the health of people, creatures, and
ecosystems believe we should do this no matter what. It’s a
matter of ethics, period.
But if you’re thinking from the economic viewpoint
you might resist a purely ethical approach. Economic activity benefits everyone, and we all depend on it.
This has played out as a battle between “environmentalists” and “industry” (and those who protect corporate
interests). What happens when you pit ethics against economics is that people have to choose sides, and when they
choose sides, unless their particular health is at stake, they
are likely to choose the economics. Will people choose the
wellbeing of future generations over their own economic
survival? Most people feel torn between these two sides:
jobs v. environment.
Can we have it all? Is there such a thing as ethical
economics?...I would like to talk about economics that
embodies the values on which the precautionary principle
is based, giving priority to the health of current and future
generations of people, creatures, and ecosystems. This is
economic activity that is challenging, exciting, competitive,
and at the same time enhances the quality of life in communities.

Why economics?
The ‘environmental crisis’ has happened because
the human household or economy is in conflict at almost
every point with the household of nature.
—Wendell Berry
Every environmental problem has economic dimensions:
• It is likely a result of economic activity.
• Its solution usually implies some economic cost.
• Allowing the problem to continue also implies
costs, some economic and some not traditionally
thought of as economic.
This is the traditional way, in fact, of viewing environmental problems and solutions: the cost-benefit paradigm.
Economic activity brings benefits. It also brings unwanted
WATERSHED SENTINEL
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The precautionary approach points toward some different ways of thinking about economics. Most basically,
the literal translation of Vorsorge as “forecaring” applies
most aptly to economics.
I’ve summed up some emerging wisdom about economics, from many wiser and more economic heads than
my own, into Seven Principles of Life-Enhancing Economics:
1. Count all the costs.
2. Treasure your valuables.
3. Imagine the details.
4. Buy from your neighbors.
5. Liberate consumers.
6. Build for the future.
7. Form partnerships.

protect our interests, our environment, our water supply,
and our pocketbooks. The precautionary principle says,
take action when you know enough, even when you don’t
know everything.
Much of what the environmental movement has accomplished in the past thirty years amounts to counting
all the costs, discerning all the side effects, naming all the
things that have gone wrong and will go wrong and could
go wrong: pointing to the damage. So this is nothing new.
There was one thing wrong, though, with our economic analysis of coalbed methane in the Powder River
Basin, and this is a typical problem with all of our attempts
to address environmental problems. Our analysis came late
in the game.
We were asked to do this study by people who were
opposing the development, but the development plans were
already well underway, and the vested interests were pushing ahead full speed. Those opposing the development
were moving in after the decisions had been made, after the
leases had been sold, and the best they were able to do was
throw some sand in the gears. The development has indeed
slowed in the past year.
But the best time to talk about full costs is early in the
process, before the decisions have been made, before the
investment has begun.
So the rest of these seven principles have to do with
planning and thinking ahead, the aspect of precaution that
is forecaring.

Principle No. 1: Count all the costs.
When environmental problems meet economics, some
kind of cost counting goes on. How much is it going to cost
to prevent or clean up the damage? If we’re going to do economic analyses, we’d better make sure they are complete.
The purpose of any good economic analysis is to demonstrate the net gain or loss to the commonwealth of the issue
at hand. Gain or loss is not just a matter of finances. But
finances are the most convenient, most visible measure, so
we have come to rely on them. Good economic analyses are
supposed to measure net benefits to society. Can we create
more realistic ways to do that? We have to try or we oversimplify the issues and create false pictures.
Recently Science and Environmental Health News
was asked to do an economic analysis of coalbed methane
development in the Powder River Basin in Wyoming and
Montana. (See http://www.sehn.org/ecoeconomics.html for
the executive summary and a link to the full report.)
Coalbed methane is natural gas that you get out of
coalbeds. The natural gas is trapped in the coal seams by
water. So getting the natural gas out means pumping out
huge quantities of water. This development will bring to
the surface, and mostly waste, trillions of gallons of water
in the next 20 years, in an arid region. Water tables will be
lowered. Wells will have to be redrilled. Water has a dollar
value, especially in this region, where there have been conflicts over water rights.
We calculated that the value of lost, wasted water
would amount to $2-10 billion over 20 years. That means
up to $400 for every man, woman, and child in Wyoming
and Montana every year for 20 years. The value of lost water will be far higher than revenues to the people of the state
from the natural gas.
This is not a full analysis of costs and benefits, and it
does not weigh every cost and every benefit and put a dollar amount on everything. But it does tell us that we know
enough to do better. We know enough to take action to
WATERSHED SENTINEL

Principle No. 2: Treasure your valuables.
The first question for precautionary planners is, What
do we care about? What is valuable to us? We could even
ask what makes us feel wealthy? I asked this question to
an adult Sunday School class a few weeks ago, and I was
surprised by how few of the answers had to do with money.
The gist of the answers seemed to be, as far as money is
concerned, I need enough to pay the bills and then some,
but really the things that make me feel wealthy are friends
and family and my children and books and access to beautiful natural spots and time — above all time to do what I
please and enjoy all these things.
As a society what do we treasure? As a state? As a
community? This is not an abstract question and we must
make it our business to be as concrete about our answers
as possible. Do you know what assets your community
possesses? How many organizations, businesses, public
institutions, religious institutions, schools exist within
your community? Do you know how much real estate is
owned by community members and how much is owned by
outsiders? What are the revered spaces in your community
(that local corner store or barber shop where people hang
out and talk while they are getting their coffee or their hair
Continued on Page 26
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Z Seven Principles continued

it stresses is the importance of keeping as much money as
possible circulating locally in the community. Treasuring
your valuables and imagining the details of the future you
want will help communities imagine what they can do to
enhance what they already have and do more to meet the
vision themselves, rather than depending on outsiders to
come in and sell all the goods and create all the jobs.
On one level the argument for this is obvious. All the
making and buying and selling you keep in the community
is far more economically productive for the community
than anything that simply flows through the community.
Indiana Main Streets and others have determined that only
6 cents of every dollar spent with a big box retailer stays in
the community. For a chain store it’s 20 cents of every dollar, but every dollar spent with a sole proprietorship keeps
60 cents circulating in the community.
For the many and deeper cultural, social, spiritual, and
economic reasons for developing local economies, read
Wendell Berry’s “The Idea of a Local Economy,” in Orion,
Nov.-Dec. 2004

trimmed; or the park with the gym set and basketball court
that is used at least 12 hours a day)?
Developing an inventory of your community’s assets
will help you understand the diversity of your community
and what people consider important to life in the community. The best thing about this process is you can do
it yourselves and get to know your neighbors at the same
time. Community development and planning should not be
left to developers and zoning boards. It is everybody’s business and it begins with recognizing what you already have
that is valuable. High school students can do this. Religious
groups. Civic clubs. And of course, environmental organizations. The more inclusive and diverse these efforts are,
the better, and the more political weight they will carry, the
more publicity they will generate.

Principle No. 3: Imagine the details.
In 1992, a few years after he became the first president
of the independent Czechoslovakia, Vaclav Havel took time
to reflect on his dreams for his country. In an essay called
“Beyond the Shock of Freedom,” he articulated a clear and
detailed vision of what he would like his country to be like
in 10, 15, or 20 years. Havel described everything from how
many political parties there would be to how people would
feel about their lives. I recommend reading the whole essay
for a model of how to imagine the future, and the power
of detail in this imagining. It’s in Summer Meditations
(1992).
Another important guide is the Ahwahnee Principles
for community and regional development. (Judith Corbett
and Joe Velasquez, “The Ahwahnee Principles: Toward
More Livable Communities,” Western City Magazine, September 1994).
This is just another way of saying we need to set goals
and imagine the details of what we want our future to be.
We can explore in our own communities what we want environmentally, economically, and socially. What kinds of
jobs and businesses does the community want? What makes
a business a good neighbor? What resources does the community have (and need) for attracting or developing, those
jobs? What are the community’s social goals — good food,
housing and medical care for everyone, access to an education, control of crime, and good quality of life? How much
green space do we need to make our community livable and
how far should it be from a typical home? Many of these
questions and ideas will pop up if you do community asset
inventories and mapping.

Principle No. 5: Liberate consumers.
In their book Your Money or Your Life, Joe Dominguez
and Vicki Robbins make a strong and persuasive link between a healthy frugality and happiness. There is such a
thing as enough, they say, and they provide formulas for
working out how much is enough — and that’s not just a
moral concept, it’s also an emotion, a feeling of satisfaction.
They point out that consuming more than we need, more
than enough, is not only a terrible waste of the earth’s precious resources; it also makes us unhappy.
Of course we are not conscious of that, so we try to
assuage our unhappiness by consuming more, and we’re
caught up in an endless cycle that is destructive to ourselves
as well as our planet. It’s time to liberate ourselves from
endless, pointless consumption.
As a consumer, one does not know the history of the
products that one uses. Where, exactly, did they come
from? Who produced them? What toxins were used in their
production? What were the human and ecological costs of
producing them and then of disposing of them? One sees
that such questions cannot be answered easily, and perhaps
not at all. Though one is shopping amid an astonishing variety of products, one is denied certain significant choices.

Principle No. 6: Build for the future.
But we must talk about the larger economy and goods
produced in our communities that are part of it, and the
jobs produced by it. How does a state or region develop and
attract the right kind of industry? You want good jobs, you
want to produce good and durable goods for which there is
a strong and continuing market, and you want to protect and

Principle No. 4: Buy from your neighbors.
Indiana Main Streets is an organization that helps communities think through both what they have and what they
want for the future, and one economically sound principle
WATERSHED SENTINEL
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enhance all aspects of the quality of life in communities.
This is a tall order. Fortunately, the future may be on our
side. Some markets are moving exactly in the right direction.
I’m going to talk about the sector I know best, the RV
industry that dominates north central Indiana. This industry was built on local innovation and local craftsmanship.
My uncle was one of the pioneers. He set up shop just after
World War II and began producing what were then called
house trailers and soon came to be known respectfully as
mobile homes. They helped meet the huge postwar housing
demand. Then they tapped into the growing prosperity of
the 1950s by meeting a growing demand for vacation and
retirement housing. My uncle opened up a distributorship
in Florida.
Meanwhile, back in Indiana, others got into the business, supplier factories sprang up, the innovation continued.
New products created new demands — the recreational
vehicle concept opened up all kinds of possibilities: the
turtle top, the converted van, and eventually that behemoth
known as the motor home. And the industry branched into
manufactured housing, which we all know as those halfhouses being towed down the interstates as wide loads.
All of this was built on local innovation and local skill.
The core of the workforce in the RV industry — not the
majority but the core — is Amish, the extra hands who are
not needed on the farm. The Amish have a terrific work
ethic. They take pride in the quality of their craftsmanship, and to the delight of their bosses they don’t believe in
unions so there are seldom any labor disputes. And the RV
industry has been the engine of great prosperity in northern
Indiana.
So far so good. A thriving local economy supplies
both the region and the nation with a product for which the
demand has been high. Can northern Indiana live economically happily ever after?
No, for several reasons. The first is that, like much of
the industry that sprang up after the war, the RV-manufactured housing industry quickly came to depend on synthetic, chlorine-based materials: cheap, abundant, lightweight
PVC plastics and foams. And many of these are manufactured in the area. The result is that Elkhart County, Indiana
has the second highest airborne emissions of carcinogens of
any county in the nation.
The second is that, with rising fuel prices, the RV industry is rapidly going down the road of the dinosaurs. One
can even see some physical resemblance in the mammoth
motor homes.
What can Elkhart County do? Another round of innovation is called for, and it may be happening. In the last few
years a new product has been developed. It’s called the Park
Model RV and a few of the companies are making versions
of it, including my late uncle’s company. It’s a hybrid of the
WATERSHED SENTINEL

manufactured house and the RV — it looks like a house but
it’s small enough to come in one piece so it can be pulled by
a truck. It comes on an axle but it’s meant to be put in one
place and left there unless it has to be moved. It is more like
the old mobile homes, but prettier, more homey. One thing
the industry did well was to develop really efficient use of
interior space.
The Park Model is being marketed as a vacation home,
a guest house, a student house, or even a starter house.
Prices start under $20,000. The demand has suddenly increased for these little cabins and the manufacturers are
having trouble keeping up.
Some of these are still made of plastic, but some are
mostly natural material. How hard would it be to design
a model with a really tiny ecological footprint, one that
was energy independent and waste free? That is where the
market is going, but I’m not sure the RV industry has quite
caught on.
Which brings me to the last principle:

Principle No. 7: Form partnerships.
We don’t have to let business and the market figure
these things out all by itself. That can take a lot more time
than we have. We can help each other think ahead, to forecare for our communities and our states. We must form new
kinds of connections, partnerships, and networks, crossing
the usual divisions.
How can universities help the RV industry design
ahead of the market? How can churches help farmers stay
on the land? What should people who are concerned about
the environment do about consumerism? How does all of
this relate to poverty? To sprawl?
Once we start thinking about all the implications of the
precautionary principle, of forecaring, it becomes apparent
that all of this and more is part of the same picture. It can
seem overwhelming, or we can see it as an opportunity to
form partnerships, to build alliances as we work for the
common good, because all our separate causes and issues
are part of it.
It would be wonderful if the state of Indiana were to
set an overarching goal of developing a reputation as the
cleanest, greenest state in the nation. It could become the
home of green building and the nontoxic, energy-saving
technologies of the Twenty-First Century. It could be the
land of pristine organic farms, not just Amish ones, and
lovely Main Streets, and excellent schools where children
learned about the value of the place where they live.
We can imagine that future and we can make it happen.

Reprinted with permission from The Networker, newsletter of the Science and Environmental Health Network
December 2004 Volume 9, #6 http://www.sehn.org
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2020 Vision Sees the Tissue Issue
Kimberly-Clark is the largest manufacturer of tissue products, the Kleenex
brand, in the world. Kimberly-Clark produces 3.7 million tonnes of tissue products annually (to a value of approximately US$14.3
billion) and sells these in 150 countries worldwide. In North
America, less than 19% of the pulp that Kimberly-Clark
uses for its disposable tissue products comes from recycled
sources.
Kimberly-Clark has, for decades, used fibre from ancient forests, or forests that are not sustainably managed, to
manufacture products that are used once then flushed down
the toilet or thrown into the garbage. Many of these forests
are clear-cut logged.
Alternatives exist. In fact, ancient forest-friendly tissue products are already being sold in stores across North
America. Tissue products containing high amounts of recycled and FSC (Forest Stewardship Council) eco-certified
fibres are of similar quality and price to virgin fibre products. For example, Cascades, a Canadian company, and the
second largest manufacturer of tissue in Canada, recently
committed to making all their tissue products ancient forest
friendly by 2007.
Did you know that if each household in Canada replaced one box of virgin fibre facial tissue with a box of
tissue made from 100 per cent recycled fibre, we would save
11,654 trees. By making this change, we can positively impact the lives of our children and our children’s children.
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Reach for Unbleached!
c/o Box 39, Whaletown BC
V0P 1Z0
http://www.rfu.org

For more information about Kimberly-Clark and ancient forests, please visit www.kleercut.net

What You Can Do: Please contact KimberlyClark and tell them that you will only purchase products
manufactured with ancient forest friendly fibres. Ask them
to maximize their use of post-consumer recycled (and process chlorine-free!) content in all their products. To meet
their virgin fibre requirements, ask them to use only FSC
eco-certified fibres.
Mr. Thomas Falk, CEO
Kimberly-Clark Corporation
351 Phelps Drive
Irving, Texas USA 75038
For a shoppers guide on tissue products visit
www.greenpeace.ca. Or call Greenpeace at 1-800-3207183.
Remember to visit
www.2020vision.bc.ca for updates and
other important issues! 2020 Vision
BC is a non-profit society committed to
enabling concerned individuals to join
others in influencing policy makers, in a spirit of goodwill,
to protect our environment and enhance peace.
Chilean Swans Close Mill

That brand new pulp mill which was suspected of causing the death of Chilean swans (MillWatch, January 2005)
was ordered closed in late January. The Regional Environmental Commission ruled that the plant, owned by Celulosa Arauco y Constitución (Celco), had violated several
environmental regulations, including discharging water at
illegally high temperatures and secretly installing a waste
duct. The plant was also found to be exceeding permitted
production: the projected figure for annual production is
850,000 tons, 55 percent over the 550,000 tons limit.
Four thousand of six thousand black swans are now
dead. In the nearby town of Valdivia, 100 people have been
hospitalized with symptoms of poisoning. Greenpeace
Chile said the action was too little too late, and called for
eco-friendly, chlorine free pulping technology.
—Santiago Times, January 2005

Office Paper Buying Club

Monthly Orders Now
Place your orders for 100% post consumer
recycled process chlorine free 8.5 x 11
white copy paper
• On line at www.rfu.org/buyingclub or
• Email copypaperbuyingclub@shaw.ca
• Call Paper Choice at 1-800-567-4055.
On Line Ordering

We encourage you to place your
orders on line at www.rfu.org.
We will send you your invoice by
fax or email, and prepaid orders
will be delivered at the beginning of
the next month.
WATERSHED SENTINEL
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Leading the Way

In February, the University of Victoria Student Society
unanimously adopted a motion to switch all 8.5x11 paper
used in the Student Union Building, including ZAP copy,
to ethically-produced 100% post consumer paper!
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2005 at the Watershed Sentinel

JOIN
US!

l New - Fewer free copies this year, so be sure to get your
Watershed Sentinel by subscribing. If you are a regular reader, don’t
ask us where to pick up a freebee - Subscribe!

Subscribe!

l New Electronic Version for Subscribers Only! If you
want to save paper, save energy, and get the latest issue fast, we
now offer you the choice of downloading our new issue from our website the day
it goes to press. Get the new pdf electronically before the presses roll! Email
orders@watershedsentinel.ca. Want a paper copy to kick around the house and
loan to friends? We do too so we’re still printing 5,000 copies.
l First New Regular Feature this year - Toxics Ink, with short news
takes on science and policy about toxic chemicals.
l Now Available: Membership in the Watershed Sentinel Educational
Society, publisher of the magazine, for donors and subscribers.
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